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Nowadays most of the people believe 
that if they seek religious knowledge, 
(ilm) they’ll be obligated to act on it. So to 
avoid their actions (amaal) on the 
knowledge they seek, they usually refrain 
from seeking the knowledge. Whereas, in 
reality, acting upon the knowledge of 
good deeds (amal or naiki) is not 
obligatory (farz) but seeking of knowledge 
is obligatory for every Muslim. 
 
The acts (amaal) which are obligatory in 
Islam, seeking of their knowledge has 
also been made obligatory & the acts 
which are wajib (obligatory), seeking of 
their knowledge has also been made 
wajib (obligatory) and the acts which are 
sunnah or mustahib, seeking of their 
knowledge has also been made sunnah 
or mustahib. And acts which are 
obnoxious (haraam), seeking of their 



knowledge has also been made 
obligatory (farz). So if a person does not 
acquire knowledge of all these deeds 
(good or bad) he can commit many sins 
in ignorance, which can be a big loss.  
 
So seeking of knowledge for every 
Muslim as per his requirement is 
obligatory (farz) and acting upon such 
acquired knowledge is another obligation 
(farz). But if a Muslim does not act on 
acquired knowledge, even then he is 
obligated to seek knowledge because, it 
is clearly mentioned in a famous Hadees 
Shareef:   
 “ العلم فریضة طلب ,, 
 which means “Seeking of (religious) 
knowledge is Farz obligatory)”  
 
The person who acquires knowledge has 
fulfilled one act but if he does not act 
upon acquired knowledge, he commits a 
single sin by ignoring what he has learnt 
but the person who neither seeks 
knowledge nor acts upon it commits 
double sins ! one for not seeking 
knowledge and the other for not acting 
upon it.  
(To be continued …)  


